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HS2 Design Vision – making HS2 a catalyst for growth

“HS2’s principal objective is to 

deliver an inspired design, the 

best in worldwide design. The 

system will be delivered 

through all the designed 

elements coming together. 

Every design task is critical.”
Simon Kirby - CEO, High Speed Two (HS2) Ltd
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HS2 Landscape Design Approach

The LDA embraces the wider HS2 vision, and 
is based on principles set out within the HS2 
Design Vision, reflecting the project’s 
commitment to the role that good landscape 
design will play in making High Speed Two ‘a 
catalyst for growth’ across Britain. 

It presents the design aspirations for HS2 to 
ensure the project can achieve its full 
potential.
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HS2 Landscape Design Approach

Maintenance

‘It’s not just about the architecture of 
stations, but the land in between. We 
must think about everything we do in 
terms of design and quality, because 
we will be leaving it for others to 
inherit’.

(David Higgins, HS2 Chairman)
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What is Landscape Design?  – it’s all encompassing

‘Landscape is an area, as perceived by 
people, whose character is the result of 
the action and interaction of natural 
and/or human factors’.

(*European Landscape Convention, 2000)
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Infrastructure

The role of Landscape Design

Rural

UrbanInterfaces



A sensitive high value 
landscape is likely to 
require a landscape 

design approach that 
creates significant 

screening and 
integration of HS2, but 
also develops measures 
that will conserve and 

enhance the overall 
landscape character.

Conserve Enhance Restore Transform

A landscape in which 
HS2 may be potentially 
highly visible is likely to 

require a bold landscape 
design approach to 

create effective 
screening and 

integration, but also 
gives the opportunity 
for enhancement of 

local landscape 
character.

HS2 may traverse a 
landscape that has lost 

or is losing original 
features and qualities 

that provided its 
intrinsic landscape 

character. The 
opportunity is to restore 

and significantly 
improve existing 

landscape character.

Some areas through 
which HS2 is planned 
may be in very poor 

landscape condition.  
The opportunity for HS2 
bringing transformation 

and wide reaching 
positive landscape 

change may occur both 
in rural and urban 

locations.

Understanding & responding to local context
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What the HS2 Design Vision means for Landscape

PEOPLE PLACE TIME

Landscape designers will continue to 
work with communities and 

stakeholders to understand their needs 
and aspirations, the local landscape 

context and the opportunities for social, 
economic and environmental benefits.

The objective is to deliver a coherent scheme 
for HS2, but one driven by local context 

along the line of route, supporting quality of 
life and demonstrating environmentally 

sensitive design.

In many places, this may be about the 
sensitive integration of HS2 into the local 

landscape through a conservation, 
restoration or enhancement design 

approach. In other places, local context may 
require the creation of bold new landscapes 

and places that will contribute to the 
regeneration of areas and communities, and 

boost economic growth.

The landscape designers have to be 
committed to ensuring that wherever possible 

the materials are designed to last, and will 
enhance with age over time.

The HS2 landscape is designed to be 
adaptable to environmental change and 
wherever possible to add beauty to the 

landscape. Management measures will be 
developed to ensure that the design will enrich 

and develop thus providing a continual 
enhancement of the landscape over time.
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Developing opportunities

The landscape design has the 
opportunity to act as a driving 
force for the project, by 
influencing the surrounding 
environments in a positive 
way, and by providing 
opportunities to achieve 
wider benefits.
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HS2 Landscape Design Methodology

Chilterns AONB 
Review Group input
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The Landscape scale – from macro to micro

Landscape Character Areas

People, Place and Time 

HS2’s landscape character assessment 

uses local characteristics (acknowledges 

the District level Landscape Character 

Assessments)

Localised responses joined together to 

create a route wide landscape and …

… An Hs2 experience. 
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High value landscape setting

Embankments / Cuttings

Planting

Interface with bridges

Grassland
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Tunnel portal (Rural setting)

Embankments / Cuttings

Planting

Water
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Temporary Earth works

Interface with 
buildings & structures

Highways

Retaining 
walls

Environmental 
barriers

Access

Fencing

Water

Public realm

Soil

Public Open Space, 
Recreation & Play

Grassland

Planting

Ecology

Heritage & 
Culture

Management

Landscape design library 
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Landscape design library 
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Landscape design library 
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Landscape design library 
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Landscape design library 


